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God is, by definition, a God of life. John's text gives us a glimpse of Jesus's dream for

humanity and assures us that the gift of life is possible. He uttered these words in a

context where the value of life was undermined, as it is today. I pray this dream

becomes a reality for all in our country, especially for wom_n and girls.

The period under review is characterized by mixed emotions, ecstasy, and pain. Ecstasy

because WWSOSA is certainly growing interestingly, punching above our weight in the

sector. Pain because of the continued scourge of GBVF and because of COVID 19, the

silent killer that has besieged the whole world and resulted in widespread loss of lives

and exacerbation of already huge poverty levels. Pain because once more, human greed

continues to show its ugly side in the form of corruption related to PPEs and other

issues.

Highlights

This report gives a brief high-level overview of key highlights of our work, as the details

are in the rest of this report. 

Funding: We received a few grants during this period, signalling that funders are

beginning 

to put our unique work on their radar, though more is needed to meet our core needs

as WWSOSA.

Collaboration: We continued to foster relations with like-minded organizations. We are

part of the new Faith Action to End GBV collective that facilitates a collaborative faith

sector response to GBVF. This work even got the attention of the president in his

national address recently. We continue to contribute to implementing the GBVF

National Strategic Plan as one of the key partners.

Hosting of Side by Side: We won the bid to host the global secretariat of Side by Side,

an important movement engaging the religious sector for gender justice. This is

significant, as it places WWSOSA as a global player.

Training of Faith Leaders: In collaboration with at least 14 partners, we have begun the

first pilot of a 6-month project to equip faith leaders to respond positively to the

challenges of gender injustice and GBVF: the Faith Leaders Gender Transformation

Programme. This is a much-needed intervention to scale up, resources-permitting.

I have come that they may have life, and have it to the full".
John 10:10



Challenges and Recommendations 

Adequate resources are critical to advancing the goals of our strategy and growing our

coalition across the country. Our small coordination staff are overwhelmed by the

workload, but we do not have funding to expand the team. We must enhance our

resource mobilisation efforts to increase our staff complement for sharing of the

workload.

Fostering collaboration is critical to help amplify the work by sustaining our members'

energy, growing our membership, strengthening partnerships, consolidating our brand,

and more strategic communication with members and the broader constituency. 

Gratitude

We thank all the following: WWSOSA members who continue to support the work, the

staff who go the extra mile with limited resources, our partners who are always willing to

share their expertise and time to help us implement our programmes together, and a

special thanks to the funders that continue to trust the organization and provide the

much-needed resources. 

Lastly, we thank the Almighty for having granted us the opportunity to serve. We

continue to pray for the realisation of Jesus' dream, "…that they may have life, life in

abundance," free from all forms of GBVF and related challenges. 

Rev. Bafana Khumalo
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COORDINATOR'S REPORT

Whereas 2019 ended with much promise for an exciting 2020 ,

it turned out to be an immensely challenging year , with many

disappointments and curveballs - but also some game-

changing new opportunities . 

Our three main objectives for the year were :

i. SURVIVOR MOVEMENT GROWTH: To successfully

complete the Amplify-Change funded project begun in 2019 ,

to continue to accompany the Phephisa Survivors Network as

they grew in capacity and moved towards formal registration

and independence ;

ii. FAITH SECTOR MOBILISATION: To scale up our work of

conscientising , mobilising and equipping the faith sector to

address GBV , both internally in their ranks and in broader

society . The aim is for them to become credible and

impactful partners in achieving the objectives of the National

Strategic Plan to end GBV and Femicide (NSP); and

iii. ADVOCACY AND NETWORK-BUILDING: To step up our

advocacy work and networkbuilding , jointly with Phephisa

and other partners , to influence the shape of the National

Strategic Plan to end GBV at national and provincial levels . 
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A BRIEF  SNAPSHOT:

i. SURVIVOR MOVEMENT GROWTH : Almost all the planned outcomes of the

AC-funded project were achieved , and some were exceeded . However , the

COVID-19 pandemic has had devastating effects on Phephisa and its survivor

members , particularly in the second half-year . As described in their report .

the Phephisa steering committee has begun a re-strategising process to re-

imagine its work in the context of an extended pandemic .

ii. FAITH SECTOR MOBILISATION: The year began with our AGM . In the

conference held with the AGM , around 90 faith leaders , survivors and faith-

based GBV activists considered how the faith sector could become a

credible partner in a multi-sectoral effort to end GBV and mitigate its

impacts and to realise the objectives of the National Strategic Plan to End

GBV and Femicide . Although face-to-face work has suffered due to

restrictions on physical gatherings , WWSOSA stepped up its engagement

with faith leaders at both KZN and national levels . 

Provincial: WWSOSA has been privileged to contribute to the KZN COVID-19
Churches Respond initiative by engaging local and provincial leadership to

equip them to address GBV and its underlying drivers . 

National: In response to a call by our deputy chair , Rev . Bafana Khumalo , a

founder of Sonke Gender Justice , WWSOSA has become integrally involved in

the core team that has established the exciting new FBO Collective : Faith
Action to End GBV . This has many potential benefits and is contributing to

achieving our core objectives as WWSOSA . 

Global: Although invited as a key partner in the Faith in Beijing collective ,

the coordinator was unable to attend the UN Commission on the Status of

Women due to COVID-19 . She remains part of the online meetings whenever

possible . 

Our relationship with the international Side by Side network has reached a

new level , with WWSOSA having been invited to host the Global SBS

secretariat . The handover from Christian Aid (London) will take place in 2021 . 

iii. ADVOCACY AND NETWORK-BUILDING: Advocacy work to influence

national and provincial (KZN) policy and programming has stepped up

considerably after the launch of the National Strategic Plan to end GBV and

Femicide in April . WWSOSA has had opportunities to input particularly into

implementation strategies (Pillar 2 : Prevention .)
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G R A T I T U D E

I want to express my deep gratitude to all of those who have enriched our

collaborative work as a coalition , many in a voluntary or pro-deo capacity in

lean times . I gratefully acknowledge our diverse and gifted partners and

consultants , our passionate and visionary management committee , and every

member – by definition , you are We Will Speak Out South Africa ! Ultimately

we are thankful for the grace of our God of Many Names .

A lesson that COVID has taught us is that the worst crises can also be

unprecedented opportunities . It is essential not to lose hope and to share

resources , wisdom , and solidarity through building trusting collaborative

relationships .

Most important may be to remember that in the end "every storm runs out of

rain" (Maya Angelou) or perhaps , one just learns to catch glimpses of rays of

light in the distance , joins hands with others , and learns to dance in the rain !

Daniela Gennrich

C O V I D - 1 9 :  T U R N I N G  C H A L L E N G E  I N T O  O P P O R T U N I T Y

COVID-19 is a recurring theme . It has posed many challenges , particularly to

work requiring face-to-face contact . But it has also opened several new

opportunities to deepen networking and extend our footprint provincially ,

nationally and internationally . I am excited to report that by December 2020 ,

formal membership (individuals and organisations) was 130 , with 657

newsletter subscribers in December 2020 (up from 208 in December 2019).

This report sums up the main achievements , identifies key challenges , and

points to some exciting new possibilities ahead .
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ACTIVITY REPORT:
HIGHLIGHTS AND LOWLIGHTS OF THE PAST 18  MONTHS

P I L L A R  1 :  S U P P O R T I N G  A  V I B R A N T  A N D  V O C A L  G B V

S U R V I V O R  M O V E M E N T

WWSOSA prioritises survivors as those most directly affected by and most

knowledgeable about effective GBV survivor support services and

accompanies them as they empower themselves and amplify their advocacy

voices .

The Phephisa Survivors Network exists to offer safe and healing spaces for

GBV survivors and help them grow in resilience and voice . It does this by

supporting support group champions to facilitate these spaces , offering

solidarity , capacity support and debriefing spaces . Where requested , it also

offers support groups opportunities to run savings groups , with help from

SaveAct . Champions also support one another 's advocacy work and

sometimes take on campaigns as a collective . 

The numbers of champions , survivor groups and communities reached had

grown between February 2019 and June 2020 , with new champions and

groups starting up in response to new emerging needs for support . Support

groups doubled in number in the 18-month AC Project period . However , the

increases slowed down under Lockdown . No monthly physical meetings have

been possible since March 2020 , but champion meetings have continued

online . 

Champions continued to work — despite not receiving stipends after April —

keeping contact with members and hosting online meetings where possible . 
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Measuring the impact of the programme: 

-  17 out of 18 champions who responded in the post-test see SGBV as a

human rights issue . The champion who did not view this as an human

rights issue was new to the programme . 

-  All but 1 of the 20 champions speak about GBV as a human rights

issue in their groups when appropriate . 

-  Almost all of the champions hold strong views about the

responsibilities of faith leaders towards survivors .

Phephisa has offered savings support to 3 support groups :

42 participants by Dec 2020 (up

from 24 in August 2020)

Total savings : Aug 2020 : R 7900 ;             

Dec 2020 : 21 150 (shareout as 2

groups closed) 

Two groups closed in December . 

The third continued until Feb

2021 despite Lockdown , when

they shared out R 44 463 in

savings . 

Phephisa held its first AGM in December 2019 , during which members

accepted the draft constitution . 

Phephisa 's application for NPO registration was approved in February 2020

and after several COVID-related delays , they received their NPO certificate in

December 2020 . 

A pre and post programme evaluation was done to asses the programme .
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While two support groups have ceased to function , two more have sprung

up , and so the number of support groups remains 32 . 

Sixteen of the 20 champions remain active . 

No groups could meet in person during Lockdown . This has been

challenging , especially in the absence of funding , but champions have

visited members 1 to 1 or contacted them via phone or WhatsApp . 

A few groups have met online , but data is expensive . 

The following are the main negative impacts on Phephisa , as a local

community organisation :

Funding support ceased in April 2020 when the AC Project ended .

Nevertheless , work is continuing on a voluntary basis , with members

sharing the little they have with those worse-off .

There have been severe consequences in the lives of the Phephisa

leadership , champions and members :

COVID Consequences: Report to end Dec 2020 from the
Phephisa Steering Committee
Core Activities 

The WWSOSA coordinator and a counsellor facilitated a series of

debriefing and support meetings to help champions deal with their

own anxieties , depression and loss of hope , not only due to COVID-19

but also its economic fallout and the impacts on their children 's

education . ACT Ubumbano provided some support for data costs .

A closing survey among champions in August showed that , apart from

the fear of COVID-19 and deaths , the biggest challenges have been

economic , loneliness , missing spiritual fellowship , and loss of hope .

Sexual violence was not a strong theme - mentioned by only 3 out of

18 respondents . Survival was more pressing .

Hunger remains a major crisis , as most Phephisa members and

champions rely on informal trade to survive . Churches in the KZN

COVID-19 project provided crisis food parcels , and some WWSOSA

management committee members offered limited cash support to the

champions . Food parcels and funds from government were not

enough .
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That WWSOSA and local support systems continue to function online with

current monthly data and limited airtime .

That the steering team establishes a better system of role division and

defining their lines of responsibility and accountability .

A strategic planning day to re-evaluate Phephisa 's purpose and ways of

working . It is unlikely that in-person support groups will be able to meet

for a long time , and yet champions and survivors continue to need support

– for survival needs , GBV and mental health concerns .

The Phephisa chair is gaining experience from another project on

establishing local multi-stakeholder Rapid Response Teams and Referral

networks . The team is to learn from her and establish such local referral

networks , to lessen the burden on Phephisa and ensure continuity of care

for survivors .

Champions meetings are difficult – all need data to participate .

As GBV is on the rise , more recently violated survivors are seeking help ,

which is challenging under Lockdown . 

While most of the champions are keeping in touch with their group

members , the priority now is less on their GBV healing , but more on

saving their lives and finding food . As one of the champions put it :

 

“What is the use me finding healing if in the end I die anyway, from
COVID or hunger?”

PHEPHISA'S Plans for 2021 include:
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The aim was to review the extent to which

churches are addressing GBV . It found that

progress is limited and isolated and most

survivors still do not feel safe . Participants

shared good practice examples and agreed on

some joint ways forward . 

A key outcome was a sense of humble self-

reflection amongst some faith leaders in

response to angry sharing of survivors that ,

even in this apparent safe space , some had

experienced stigmatisation and the

minimisation of their struggles . 

Following this event , WWSOSA has had calls

from clergy requesting ongoing support to

address SGBV in their congregations and

communities .

P I L L A R  2 :  E Q U I P P I N G  T H E  F A I T H  S E C T O R

Conferences

Two face-to-face conferences were held in this period , with a total

attendance of 192 : This included 27 ordained faith leaders ; 16 individuals

identifying as LGBTI , and 32 survivor group representatives .

Ms Zanele Hlatshwayo from
 the KZN Department of Health

joined the conference
and silent protest.

A 3-day multi-stakeholder Practice

Reflection and 1-day Silent Protest in

solidarity with survivors was held jointly

with the AIDS Healthcare Foundation ,

UKZN (Gender , Religion and Health

Programme), UJAMAA Centre , and ACT

Ubumbano . 

#UnsilencingtheSilence: August 2019
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Conference participants:
Abongile Matyila, Lebohang Matale,

Daniela Gennrich and Themba Khanyile

A key outcome was a public Faith

Leaders '  Statement of Commitment to

concrete actions , signed by over 130

lay and ordained faith leaders . 

Titled "Building unity in voice and

action to contribute to South

Africa 's Africa 's National Strategic

Plan on GBV" the conference

aimed to mobilise the faith sector

in KZN to commit to becoming

active participants in the inter-

sectoral implementation of the

upcoming NSP , and opened the

discussion on the faith sector 's role

in the plan . 

This period has also offered key opportunities , as COVID-19 has exposed the

high levels of inequalities and GBV in families and society .  There was new

openness among faith communities—especially churches—to question how

patriarchal teachings , structures and practices contribute to GBV . 

All sectors needed to engage online , leading to several new networking and

joint advocacy opportunities as described in this report .

#FaithinActionTogether – February 2020  

This conference was funded by the

Faith to Action Network through ACT

Ubumbano .

Seizing Positive Opportunities Opened by COVID-19

Online activities have increased : WWSOSA hosted 2 online webinars , and

staff and ManCom members shared platforms with eminent speakers in 7

events organized by other organisations .

13



 (Joint initiative initiated by KZN

Christian Council (KZNCC) and KZN

Church Leaders Group) 

This webinar gleaned lessons
from the struggle against
Ebola in Sierra Leone, and
panelists and participants
spoke proactively about
potential GBV challenges that
the Lockdown would bring. 

COVID-19 and Gender-Based Violence: Towards a Religious
Response – April 2020

The WWSOSA Coordinator was

invited as guest speaker to the

KZNCC AGM and met with the

Church Leaders '  Group to discuss

further support . This planning and

work slowed down as South Africa

moved into a second wave of COVID-

19 , as the focus has shifted back to

the epidemic and its fallout . 

KZN COVID-19: Churches Respond

As a member of this group ,

WWSOSA offered gender

mainstreaming into work planning

and participated in a task team that

offered specific support as needed .

An online conference in August was

followed by a series of meetings

with specific Local Ecumenical

Action Church Networks (LEANS) to

equip church leaders to respond at

local level .
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We are grateful for start-up funding 
 WWSOSA received for the first pilot

from DG Murray Trust and ACT
Ubumbano

WWSOSA has been part of the core

coordination team which led the groundwork

to establish this collective . It aims to equip

the faith sector to become a key participant

in the planned multi-stakeholder initiatives to

achieve the objectives of the National

Strategic Plan (NSP) to End GBV and

Femicide . 

Our involvement in the Faith Action to End

GBV has opened up increased opportunities

for wider collaboration and amplifying

progressive faith voices . 

A National Faith-Based Collective: Faith Action to End GBV 

 The programme that was initiated at the AGM in February 2020 , was

adopted by the Faith Action to End GBV Collective . 

The 10 collaborating partners have been joined by 5 others . UKZN 's Gender

and Religion Programme offers advisory support . 

The first session with the first pilot group started on 10th December . 

The FLGTP is no ordinary training programme – it consists of 6 cycles

integrating theology , theory and ongoing mentoring of participants as they

begin to open gender transformative conversations in their faith

communities . The aim is to gradually shift the dominant narrative in the faith

sector by growing an online Community of Learning comprising change

agents in a wide variety of faith communities .

WWSOSA's Faith Leaders Gender Transformation Programme
(FLGTP)

15

The partners are: ACT Ubumbano, Anglican Diocese of Natal Gender Ministry, Circle of

Concerned African Women Theologians, Denis Hurley Centre, Evangelical Lutheran Church in

Southern Africa, Indi Afrique (and Heartlines), Methodist Church in Southern Africa, Rhema,

South African Council of Churches, Sonke Gender Justice, Southern African Union of Catholic

Women’s Organisations, Tutela (Dutch Reformed Church), UN Women (South Africa), World

Vision International.



Go to https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MN60khpAafA
to listen to the president speak about the joint faith sector effort.

Initiated by ELCSA as part of the National FBO Collective , this programme

was piloted together with WWSOSA on 29-30 October in KwaMashu , with

participants from all over KZN , focusing on  key GBV hotspot areas . The 25

participants came from the Lutheran and Anglican Churches as well as the

Local Ecumenical Action Networks (LEANS) established as part of the KZN

Churches Covid Response . It is to be rolled out in 2021 in 3 other provinces ,

with bi-monthly follow-up and debriefing sessions . 

The aim is to create a cohort of GBV First-Responders that will be a direct

link between the faith sector and other GBV service providers , as part of the

process of equipping the faith sector to become allies and supporters of

survivors and relevant participants in the NSP strategy (Pillar 4).  

WWSOSA was asked to lead on two joint funding proposals : United Nations

UNFTEVAW and the GBV Solidarity Fund . 

The Faith Action to End GBV Collective was mentioned in President

Ramaphosa 's January 2021 address to the nation as a critical contribution to

the efforts to end GBVF in South Africa . Particular emphasis was given to the

training of faith leaders , in which WWSOSA has been most directly involved

together with other key faith partners , such as the SACC , Evangelical Church

of Southern Africa (ELCSA) and the Circle of Concerned African Women

Theologians . 

GBV First-Responder (Trauma Response) Training for Church
Leaders,

Future Plans and Recognition of the Collective.

Many thanks to ELCSA for initiating and funding the
first pilot, and to Operation JumpStart for funding

support.
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WWSOSA staff and ManCom members received several invitations to support

diverse churches to address GBV . Some have involved more ongoing support :

- In August 2019 , the WWSOSA coordinator and Phephisa leadership

were invited to co-facilitate a workshop with members of SINAWE , a

newly-formed organisation of 7th Day Adventist Church , who are

embarking on a process of mobilising church women (and later men)

against GBV in the church . About 50 women attended and proposed

continued partnership with WWSOSA and Phephisa . 

- A year later , on 1st August 2020 , the WWSOSA Coordinator was invited

as guest speaker at the launch of Sinawe as a key organisation of the

7th Day Adventist Church in KZN region . Below is part of a message of

thanks from the chairperson : 

Responding to Requests from Churches and other faith
communities:

Thank you for your ongoing support. We know that… we’ve
got in you a resource person, our number-1 supporter, and
that you will point us in the right direction. We pray for this
partnership, that God will bind us together with cords that

cannot be broken and that together we will provide safe
spaces, and more than that, that we will BE safe spaces for

other people. 
Lulu Ndlovu, Sinawe Chairperson.

The WWSOSA Coordinator is Lay Canon in the Anglican Diocese of Natal

and an Advisory Team member of the ACSA Safe Church Commission . A

family crisis in the Diocese has led to the diversification of the Gender

Ministry (funded by Faith2Action). This team has actively addressed

underlying patriarchal theologies through contextual bible studies and

is promoting internal accountability . 

17



In July-August WWSOSA and the

KwaZulu-Natal Network on Violence

against Women (KZNVAW) launched a

new 2 .5-year joint project in KZN

Province . The aim is to strengthen

Networking in KZN , by strengthening the

contribution of the civil society sector ,

including  community-based

organisations (CBOs),

P I L L A R  3 :  J O I N T  A D V O C A C Y

Participating in Multi-Stakeholder Initiatives

During 2019 , WWSOSA and Phephisa contributed input in the National

Strategic Plan Task Team 's Provincial Consultations . 

In 2020 , we have continued to be active in KZN Provincial Gender Machinery

(PGM) and the KZN Interim Provincial GBV Task Team that developed a

Provincial Strategic Plan (PSP) on GBV and Femicide . This helped open the

way for the faith sector to be regarded as a serious partner in the PSP

process . 

New Project: Joint Advocacy in KwaZulu-Natal

A cloud-based data management system is in place , which we are

currently troubleshooting and streamlining .

4 Rapid response team leaders are working in the 4 targeted hot-spot

areas , initial training and team building ; beginning work to respond to

cases .

NGOs , and Faith Organisations (Churches and other FBOs) in multi-

stakeholder networking and collaboration in the Province . 

The project is funded by GenderLinks with financial support from the

Canadian Government .

Results so far: 
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Ubumbano Voice training workshop 2019,
WWSOSA Office

Survivor champions continue to

advocate for township and rural survivors

in municipal "war rooms" and Victim

Empowerment Forums to address social

problems .

Phephisa 's advocacy work is gaining

momentum in diverse contexts : the

Provincial GBV Task Team , the National

FBO Collective to End GBV , and in some

churches . WWSOSA 's project officer from

Phephisa facilitated 

Other work included ongoing network-building activities and capacity

support for community-based organisations to understand the NSP and their

potential role in it .

PHEPHISA

Our new cloud-based system captured 708 cases in just 4 districts in

July-Dec . There was a distinct spike in intimate partner violence in

August - Women 's Month . 

a men 's GBV workshop for a local NGO in July .

Phephisa Chair , Nompilo Gcwensa , was invited to participate in 2 online

panels : the launch of the Ubumbano Voice App publication , and with Dr

Tlaleng Mofokeng (UN Special Rapporteur on Right to Health in a panel)

hosted by Church of Sweden . 

WWSOSA 's coordinator has been a member of the founding board of ACT
("Churches Acting Together") Ubumbano. 

She represented WWSOSA in an exciting

interfaith journey with 16 other partners under

ACT Ubumbano and funded by Faith2Action that

led to a set of three joint Interfaith Policy Briefs ,

on SRHR , Teen Pregnancy and GBV in relation to

faith and faith communities . 

We introduced faith leaders to these briefs at the

February 2020 conference as part of equipping them

for their participation in the NSP.
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P I L L A R  4 :  E N G A G I N G  M E N  A N D  B O Y S  I N  S U P P O R T

O F  W O M E N  A N D  G I R L S  I N  E N D I N G  G B V

COMMUNICATIONS

This work is mainstreamed in all our activities , particularly in Pillar 2 . 

Social Media Followers

Activity

During the period under review 20 newsletters were sent out to subscribers .

In addition , more than 4000 social media posts were placed on the We Will

Speak Out and Thursdays in Black , Facebook and Twitter accounts .  

For We Will Speak Out , a total of 895 tweets

were sent out via @wwso_sa and an all time

maximum of 4684 impressions reached for a

single post .

In addition , 1442 Facebook post were

distributed with a maximum reach of 7288

people on a specific post

For Thursdays in Black , 1966 tweets were sent

out with a maximum reach of 6956 people

for a post .  On Facebook , 710 posts were

distributed with a maximum reach of 1721 for

a post .

During the same period there

was an increase in the number

of followers on all the

platforms . The increases were

as follows :

 - WWSOSA Twitter = + 36

 - WWSOSA Facebook = + 204

 - TiB Twitter = + 184

 - TiB Facebook = +604

Start

End

Facebook

Twitter
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NETWORKING

The coordinator was unable to attend CSW64 as part of the Faith in

Beijing Delegation due to COVID-19 , but this global advocacy collective

has continued to meet , and is planning for CSW 65 and the Generation

Equality Forum 2021 . 

Side by Side has appointed WWSOSA to host its first secretariat in the

global South , and to appoint a new SBS international coordinator in

South Africa . This will require intense preparation in early 2021 . 

Globally

The WWSOSA coordinator participated in 6 panel discussions , hosted by :

GenderLinks , Church of Sweden , Arigatou (Global Network for Children),

Stellenbosch University , and Anglicans Ablaze , as well as being involved

in 3 SACC Webinars on Patriarchy , the Church , and GBV . 

WWSOSA 's involvement in the National Faith Action to End GBV has

strengthened partnerships with organisations like SACC , UN Women ,

Sonke Gender Justice , and a number of key churches . The number of

partners in the 6 - month FLGTP programme has increased . 

National Networking

Participating in the formation and development of the KZN COVID-19

Joint Churches Respond has led to stronger relations with key partners

such as KZNCC and with provincial church leaders . The WWSOSA

Coordinator was invited to be keynote speaker at the KZNCC AGM .

A joint project with KZN Network on Violence Against Women is working

to strengthen a unified GBV network in KZN , with the aim of including

churches in District Rapid Response Teams , starting in eThekwini .

Provincially

Partnerships are critical to who we are as the WWSOSA Coalition.
We give thanks for each and every individual and organisation
that has contributed to building a united and effective faith
response. Together we achieve our shared DREAM of living in
transformed, just and reconciled communities where lives are no
longer shattered by gender-based violence.
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FINANCES

Since our last AGM , a special general meeting decision was taken to change

the financial year-end from 31 July to 31 December . So this report covers a 17 -

month period from 1 August 2019 through to 31 December 2020 .

 

As with probably every NGO , finding funders and adequate funding has been

a challenge . However , some important project funding has come in , with

minimal support that made it possible to cover some core costs . The DG

Murray Trust has contributed towards the new 6-month Faith Leaders Gender

Transformation Programme . A new 2 .5-year partnership contract with the

KZN Network on Violence Against Women has been made possible by

generous funding from the Canadian Government through Gender Links . An

honourable mention must go to ACT Umbumbano , who have assisted

WWSOSA ’s networking and solidarity efforts in small yet significant ways

during the lean periods between larger funding being received . 

 

What has been inspiring is how all of those involved with WWSOSA had

continued to work and contribute to the work , even when funding was low .

 

Gratitude is due to all those “on the ground” who have contributed to

ensuring we maintain strong financial controls that have enabled WWSOSA

to operate responsibly and within budget constraints .

The figures  on the next page combine the 2 audits undertaken to cover this

unusual period of 17 months . The formal audit reports are available on

request .

Simon Read
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coordinator@wwsosa.org.za

Tel. +27 (0)724537502; (0)84 581 0622)

WeWillSpeakOutSA

@wwso_sa

184-700 NPO

http://www.wwsosa.org.za
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